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[image: ]Evernym (Sovrin)
Privacy/Security; United States
A global team as impressive as our technology.
Evernym has scoured the globe to hand-pick our team which includes world-class experts in identity, distributed ledger technology, cryptography, trust frameworks, authentication, and more.
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[image: ]Rootstock (RSK)
Other; Argentina
A horizontal, usually underground stem that often sends out roots and shoots from its nodes.
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[image: ]Ultrain
Other; China
Ultrain Technology Limited is a next generation public-blockchain technology venture that focuses on building a high performance decentralized blockchain platform through its programmable tech-infrastructure. Ultrain is committed to construct a responsible and sustainable commercial ecosystem that enables all industrial applications.
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[image: ]Keep network
Other; none
A privacy layer for Ethereum. A keep is an off-chain container for private data. Keeps help contracts harness the full power of the public b...
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[image: ]Chromapolis
Other; Sweden
ChromaWay is a blockchain technology company. Since 2014, we have been developing and refining our industry-defining blockchain technology platform. We work with public and private sector actors to build and support applications on our platform, mainly around real estate and finance.
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[image: ]MultiVAC
Business Services; Singapore
MultiVAC is the next-generation public blockchain platform designed for large-scale and complicated decentralized applications.
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[image: ]Helium
IOT (internet of things); none
Building and connecting IoT products is a mess. Helium's decentralized machine network is the solution. The best part? It's built by you.
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[image: ]Harmony
Infrastructure; China
Harmony will serve as a high-volume data marketplace and aims to optimize its machine learning performance. Harmony follows Blockchain-based Machine Learning Marketplaces to build a new decentralized economy based on data. 
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Questions? We'll be glad to answer it on info@foxico.io
Partnership, PR, business offers?  Send your e-mails to pr@foxico.io





  